In 1894, the United States had 44 states, and Grover Cleveland was President. Emil Fischer formed the basis for what is now known as enzyme specifi city, and Henry John Horstman Fenton discovered an important reaction resulting in oxidative damage to cells. 1, 2 Gertrude Baines was also born this year.
Gertrude celebrated her 115th birthday on 6 April 2009, the oldest living person on earth. She seems to have won the genetic lottery, but environment might have also contributed to her centenarian stamina. An environment Gertrude likes to fi ll with hot dogs and crisp bacon. 3, 4 Paradoxically, Gertrude is the world ' s future. Modern health care and improving environment will ensure that by 2050, the number of people in America aged 85 years or older will double and the number of those aged between 65 and 84 will treble. 5 The World Health Organization estimates that by 2050 more than 2 billion people will be 60 or older. 6 The union of the world ' s graying population and increasing health-care costs prompted Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) President Jim Greenwood to say this was a dragon biotechnology must slay. 7 So how does biotechnology slay an aged dragon? First, warriors must be familiar with the issues. Enter swinging swordfi ghter Aging, Biotechnology, and the Future . This book is a compilation of many viewpoints, for answers to questions about cloning, aging and health ' … cannot be described by any one author or from any one disciplinary perspective or for any one subset of the population. ' 8 It ' s multi-disciplinary and multi-author format is the right approach. Nineteen articles from respected scholars discuss the confl uence of technology and humanness on issues such as cloning, ageing and immortality, genetic testing and ethics. Readers completing the book have walk away with a good sense of the issues from multiple considerations.
Unfortunately, Aging fi nds itself caught up in one world of a two-world universe it hopes to unite in discussion: the interested and the uninterested. The book reaffi rms the fears and facts of the interested, but falls short in stoking the focusing fi res of the uninterested. Although tough questions regarding cloning and immortality affect everyone, and almost all authors in this book unanimously extend a call for everyday citizens to become involved, the book reads well only to the academics who already have familiarity with the issues.
In 19 articles, there are 443 references or about 20 references per article. Additionally, in 256 pages, I managed to fi nd only three fi gures. Each fi gure addresses some form of risk and Alzheimer ' s disease. Of course the dense text and dearth of fi gures may metaphorically represent the diffi culty of the issues society faces, but unfortunately these characteristics wrap the book in an academic, think-tank blanket which has the same warmth and invite as re-reading a transcript from a recent ethics conference. Aging is the kind of book one starts with good intentions but lays on the nightstand forgetting to pick it up again because it loses its way in catalyzing questioning vigor in the average citizen.
Still, the book has gems. It ' s thrilling to read perspectives from scientists at the vanguard of research and bioethically oriented thinking. Heavy fi ghters like George Annas and Thomas Shannon come out swinging with hard stances against cloning and immortality. Laurie Zoloth demonstrates that ceasing technology-related health advances will be diffi cult, and Robert Lonza reminds how quickly those advances are approaching. This book ' s message is timely. None need look further than Dr Zavos ' attempts in April to implant cloned embryos or a recent report updating the fi nancial collapse of America ' s Social Security and Medicare programs to know the questions raised in this book are already knocking at the world ' s doors. 9, 10 Aging is a good start in the debate citizens and biotechnology need to have.
Today, more is known about enzyme specifi city and the prevention of oxidative damage, but society is unable to answer if it should be prevented. Perhaps by the time the aging crisis is solved Gertrude Baines will still be here to tell us how we ' re doing.
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